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Figure 1: Flowchart for latent activity detection.

filtering tweets if they included a mention of alcohol, de-
fined by the inclusion of any one of several drinking-related
keywords (e.g., “drunk”, “beer”, “party”) and their variants.
The word set was reviewed and modified with local commu-
nity member input from our social media analytic advisory
group, the Big Data Docents.

We were interested in labeling each tweet that passed this
filter by applying a hierarchy of three yes/no feature ques-
tions, as follows:

Q1: Does the tweet make any reference to drinking alco-
holic beverages?

Q2: if so, is the tweet about the tweeter him or herself
drinking alcoholic beverages?

Q3: if so, is it likely that the tweet was sent at the time and
place the tweeter was drinking alcoholic beverages?

We labeled this Alcohol dataset1 using the Amazon Me-
chanical Turk2. Given a tweet, a turker was asked Q1, and
only if the turker answered “yes”, then he/she was asked Q2,
and so on. Each question was passed to three Turkers and the
answer choices were “yes”, “no”and “not sure”. Tweets that
didn’t receive consensus in turker ratings ( (yes/no) agree-
ment among less than two turkers) were discarded from the
dataset. The remaining tweets were labeled ‘1’ if two or
more turkers answered “yes”, otherwise they were labeled
‘0’ for each feature question. Since for each tweet the ques-
tions were asked hierarchically, the approach resulted in a
smaller ground truth for deeper questions, as Table 1 shows.

1dataset and keywords available in: cs.rochester.edu/
u/nhossain/icwsm-16-data.zip

2
http://www.mturk.com

Q1 Q2 Q3
Class size (0, 1) 2321, 3238 579, 2044 642, 934
Precision 0.922 0.844 0.820
Recall 0.897 0.966 0.845
F-score 0.909 0.901 0.833

Table 1: Alcohol dataset test results

neg. features weights pos. features weights
club -1.244 drunk 1.056
shot -1.206 beer 1.028

party -1.193 wine 0.998
#turnup -0.972 alcohol 0.936

yak -0.919 vodka 0.9
lean -0.919 drink 0.899

crown -0.823 tequila 0.857
root beer -0.772 hangover 0.854

root -0.772 drinking 0.811
wasted -0.745 liquor 0.793
turn up -0.673 #beer 0.779
turnup -0.668 hammered 0.757
binge -0.663 take shot 0.749

drunk in love -0.593 alcoholic 0.749
in love -0.52 get wasted 0.715

water -0.501 champagne 0.708
turnt up -0.499 booze 0.692

fucked up -0.441 ciroc 0.68
fucked -0.441 rum 0.653

water bottles -0.423 whiskey 0.635

Table 2: Top weighted features for SVM-1

Dataset Pre-processing
Tweet texts are usually conversational texts, noisy and un-
structured, making it difficult to create a good feature set us-
ing them. We performed several pre-processing techniques
to reduce lexical variation in tweets. These include con-
verting hyperlinks to “#url”, mentions to “#mention”,
emoticons to positive and negative emoticon features, using
hashtags as distinct features, and truncating three or more
consecutive occurrences of a character in a word to two con-
secutive occurrences (e.g. “druuuuuuunk” ! “druunk”). Us-
ing the pre-processed tweets and their labels, we created sep-
arate trigram linguistic feature sets for the three questions.
In order to reduce overfitting, we only kept the top N most-
frequent features, where N = 25% of the size of the training
set size for the corresponding question.

Training
For each of the three questions, we trained a linear support
vector machine (SVM) to predict the answer. As shown in
Figure 1, these SVMs are hierarchical (Koller and Sahami
1997). For example, the data for SVM-2 (SVM for question
Q2) include only the tweets labeled by SVM-1 as “yes” and
for which consensus was reached by turkers for Q2. This re-
stricts the dataset distribution as we go down the hierarchy.
Compared to a single flattened multi-class classifier, hier-
archical classifiers are easier to optimize, and because they

neg. features weights pos. features weights
she -1.222 will 0.411
he -0.936 when you 0.37

your -0.87 bad 0.358
people -0.841 when drunk 0.334

they -0.676 with 0.318
are -0.658 am 0.303

my mom -0.623 get drunk 0.301
drunk people -0.6 through 0.3

guy -0.551 drink 0.296
#mention you -0.5 dad 0.292

her -0.472 us 0.286
for me -0.454 friday 0.283

baby -0.447 more 0.282
their -0.431 still 0.28

his -0.423 little 0.28
see -0.417 drinking 0.28

most -0.394 free 0.27
talking -0.377 pong 0.263

the drunk -0.368 already 0.261

Table 3: Top weighted features for SVM-2

have a restricted feature set, we can build more complex
models without overfitting. This way of classifying tweets
is also more intuitive and suits our purposes. In other words,
SVM-1 will be specialized to filter drinking-related tweets,
while SVM-3 assumes that the input tweet is about drinking
and particularly the tweeter drinking, and decides whether
the tweeter was drinking when he/she posted the tweet.

For each SVM, we used 80% of the labeled data for train-
ing and the remaining 20% for testing. We applied 5 fold
cross validation to reduce overfitting and used the F-score
for model selection. The F-score, ranging between 0 and 1,
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, and the higher
the score the lower the classification error.

Results
The results in Table 1 show high precision and recall for each
question. They also suggest that the more detailed the ques-
tion becomes, the harder it gets for the classifier to predict
correctly. This is not unexpected because intuitively we ex-
pect Q3 to be a harder question to answer compared to Q1.
More importantly, our hierarchical classification approach
shrinks the training data as we go down to deeper questions,
most likely making it difficult for the classifiers down the
hierarchy to learn from the smaller data. However, we be-
lieve that this approach is better than a multi-class SVM ap-
proach which, although would use the full training data to
answer each question, does not have the advantage of re-
stricting the data distribution to focus on the question. For
example, Table 2 shows that SVM-1 mainly uses features
related to alcoholic drinks to determine whether the tweet
is related to drinking alcoholic beverages. SVM-2 distin-
guishes self-reports of drinking from general drinking dis-
cussion by using pronouns and implicit references to drink-
ing, as Table 3 suggests. Table 4 shows that, having known
that the tweet is related to the user drinking alcohol, SVM-

neg. features weights pos. features weights
hangover -1.179 #url 0.662

need -1.088 shot 0.461
want -0.878 here 0.429
was -0.67 #mention when 0.4

when -0.617 bottle of wine 0.387
or -0.605 drank 0.368

real -0.601 now 0.36
alcoholic -0.6 think 0.352

for -0.561 one 0.349
last night -0.525 good 0.327

will -0.525 vodka 0.318
wanna -0.523 by 0.312
tonight -0.52 me and 0.312

got -0.492 outside 0.307
weekend -0.483 hammered 0.304

yesterday -0.471 haha 0.3
was drunk -0.47 drive 0.3

Table 4: Top weighted features for SVM-3

3 identifies drinking in-the-moment using temporal features
(e.g., “hangover”, “last night”, “now”) and features related
to the urge to drink (e.g., “need”, “want”).

Home Location Prediction
Existing home inference methods suffer from either low
coverage (GPS & diary data) or coarse granularity and low
accuracy (language models and prior work on geo-tagged
data), making them inadequate for problems that require
both high coverage and fine granularity. Our more sophis-
ticated machine learning based algorithm combines a num-
ber of different features describing each user’s daily trajecto-
ries as determined from geo-tagged tweets, thus predicting
users’ home locations from sparse tweets with high accu-
racy and coverage. We now describe our method for home
location prediction of Twitter users, the creation of a labeled
training data, the feature set, our results, and we evaluate our
system.

Dataset & Pre-Processing
We collected geo-tagged tweets sent from the greater New
York City area during July 2012 and from the Bay Area dur-
ing 06/01/2013 - 08/31/2013. A typical geo-tagged tweet
contains the ID of the poster, the exact coordinates from
where the tweet was sent, time stamp, and the text content.
Due to the inherent noise in the geo-tags, we split the ar-
eas into 100 by 100 meter grids and treat the center of each
grid as the target of home detection. Each tweet is assigned
to its closest grid, and every time a user’s tweet appears in
a grid we say the user has a check-in in this grid. Simi-
lar to previous work (Song et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2014;
Lin, Hsu, and Lee 2012), we only focus on users who have
sent at least 5 geo-tagged tweets, and we call them active
users. Also following these studies, we take each user’s
hourly traces (only one location for each hour in our sam-
pling duration) instead of using every single check-in. Thus,
if a user appears in several unique grids in an hour, we
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have a restricted feature set, we can build more complex
models without overfitting. This way of classifying tweets
is also more intuitive and suits our purposes. In other words,
SVM-1 will be specialized to filter drinking-related tweets,
while SVM-3 assumes that the input tweet is about drinking
and particularly the tweeter drinking, and decides whether
the tweeter was drinking when he/she posted the tweet.

For each SVM, we used 80% of the labeled data for train-
ing and the remaining 20% for testing. We applied 5 fold
cross validation to reduce overfitting and used the F-score
for model selection. The F-score, ranging between 0 and 1,
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, and the higher
the score the lower the classification error.

Results
The results in Table 1 show high precision and recall for each
question. They also suggest that the more detailed the ques-
tion becomes, the harder it gets for the classifier to predict
correctly. This is not unexpected because intuitively we ex-
pect Q3 to be a harder question to answer compared to Q1.
More importantly, our hierarchical classification approach
shrinks the training data as we go down to deeper questions,
most likely making it difficult for the classifiers down the
hierarchy to learn from the smaller data. However, we be-
lieve that this approach is better than a multi-class SVM ap-
proach which, although would use the full training data to
answer each question, does not have the advantage of re-
stricting the data distribution to focus on the question. For
example, Table 2 shows that SVM-1 mainly uses features
related to alcoholic drinks to determine whether the tweet
is related to drinking alcoholic beverages. SVM-2 distin-
guishes self-reports of drinking from general drinking dis-
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3 identifies drinking in-the-moment using temporal features
(e.g., “hangover”, “last night”, “now”) and features related
to the urge to drink (e.g., “need”, “want”).

Home Location Prediction
Existing home inference methods suffer from either low
coverage (GPS & diary data) or coarse granularity and low
accuracy (language models and prior work on geo-tagged
data), making them inadequate for problems that require
both high coverage and fine granularity. Our more sophis-
ticated machine learning based algorithm combines a num-
ber of different features describing each user’s daily trajecto-
ries as determined from geo-tagged tweets, thus predicting
users’ home locations from sparse tweets with high accu-
racy and coverage. We now describe our method for home
location prediction of Twitter users, the creation of a labeled
training data, the feature set, our results, and we evaluate our
system.
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We collected geo-tagged tweets sent from the greater New
York City area during July 2012 and from the Bay Area dur-
ing 06/01/2013 - 08/31/2013. A typical geo-tagged tweet
contains the ID of the poster, the exact coordinates from
where the tweet was sent, time stamp, and the text content.
Due to the inherent noise in the geo-tags, we split the ar-
eas into 100 by 100 meter grids and treat the center of each
grid as the target of home detection. Each tweet is assigned
to its closest grid, and every time a user’s tweet appears in
a grid we say the user has a check-in in this grid. Simi-
lar to previous work (Song et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2014;
Lin, Hsu, and Lee 2012), we only focus on users who have
sent at least 5 geo-tagged tweets, and we call them active
users. Also following these studies, we take each user’s
hourly traces (only one location for each hour in our sam-
pling duration) instead of using every single check-in. Thus,
if a user appears in several unique grids in an hour, we

SVM Features for a location:
• Frequency of check-ins 
• Late night check-in frequency 
• Margin with next most frequent location 
• Frequency as the last check-in of the day 
• Distribution of check-ins over time of day 
• How it behaves as origin and as destination 

Weighted PageRank score 
Reverse Pagerank score

DATASET

                                                       
• Amazon Mechanical Turks answered 3 questions in order: 

Q1: is the tweet making reference to drinking alcohol?
Q2: if so, is the tweet about the tweeter himself drinking alcohol?
Q3: if so, was the tweet sent when the user was drinking alcohol?

• Data cleanup (punctuation, url, 
mentions removed, text normalized) 

• Trigram linguistic features (& hashtags) 
• K most frequent features in training 

set were used 
• K = 25 % of input data size 

• Hierarchical linear SVM classifiers 
• exploit hierarchical question structure 
• 5-fold cross validation 
• F1 score for model selection 

• Training data shrinks down the hierarchy 
• also restricted feature set down the 

hierarchy

Q1 Q2 Q3

Class size (0, 1) 2321, 3238 579, 2044 642, 934
Precision 0.922 0.844 0.820
Recall 0.897 0.966 0.845
F-score 0.909 0.901 0.833

Table 3: Alcohol data set test results

feature set using tweet content. We perform several pre-
processing techniques to normalize lexical variation in tweets.
These include converting hyperlinks to “#url”, mentions to
“#mention”, and emoticons to positive and negative emoti-
con features. We truncated three or more consecutive occur-
rences of a character within a word to two consecutive oc-
currences (e.g. “thaaaaaaanks” ! “thaanks”), and we kept
hashtags as distinct features. Using the pre-processed tweets
and their labels, we created a trigram linguistic feature set
for each of the three questions. In order to reduce overfit-
ting, we only kept the top N most-frequent features, where
N = 25% of the size of the training set size for the corre-
sponding question.

4.3 Training
For each of the three questions, we trained a linear sup-

port vector machine (SVM) classifier to predict the answer.
As shown in Figure 5, these SVMs are hierarchical [30]. For
example, the data for SVM-2 (SVM for question Q2) are
only those that have been labeled by SVM-1 as positive.
This restricts the dataset distribution as we go down the
hierarchy. Compared to a single flattened multi-class clas-
sifier, hierarchical classifiers are easier to optimize, and be-
cause they have a restricted feature set, we can build more
complex models without overfitting. This way of classify-
ing tweets is also more intuitive and suits our purposes. In
other words, SVM-1 will be specialized to separate drinking-
related tweets from ordinary tweets, while SVM-3 assumes
that the input tweet is about drinking and particularly the
tweeter drinking, and decides whether the tweeter was drink-
ing when he/she posted the tweet.

For each SVM, we used 80% of the labeled data for train-
ing and the remaining 20% for testing. We applied 5 fold
cross validation to reduce overfitting and used the F-score
for model selection. The F-score, ranging between 0 and 1,
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, and a value of
1 implies that there was no classification error.

4.4 Results
The results in Table 3 suggest that the more detailed the

question becomes, the harder it gets for the classifier to pre-
dict correctly. This makes sense because intuitively we ex-
pect Q3 to be a harder question to answer compared to Q1.
Our hierarchical classification approach shrinks the training
data as we go down to deeper questions, perhaps making it
di�cult for the classifiers down the hierarchy to learn from
the smaller data. However, we believe that this approach
is better than a multi-class SVM approach which, although
would use the full training data to answer each question,
does not have the advantage of restricting the data distribu-
tion and narrowing in on the question. For example, Table 4
shows that, having known that the tweet is about the tweeter
drinking, SVM-3 is using temporal features (e.g., “hang-
over”, “last night”, “now”) and features related to the urge

features weights features weights
hangover -1.179 #url 0.662

need -1.088 shot 0.461
want -0.878 here 0.429
was -0.67 #mention when 0.4

when -0.617 bottle of wine 0.387
or -0.605 drank 0.368

real -0.601 now 0.36
alcoholic -0.6 think 0.352

for -0.561 one 0.349
last night -0.525 good 0.327

will -0.525 vodka 0.318
wanna -0.523 by 0.312
tonight -0.52 me and 0.312

got -0.492 outside 0.307
weekend -0.483 hammered 0.304
yesterday -0.471 haha 0.3

Table 4: Top 15 weighted features for SVM-3

to drink (e.g., “need”, “want”, “drank”) to make decisions.
Table 5 suggests that SVM-2 is distinguishing self-reports
vs. general drinking discussion (or others drinking) by us-
ing pronouns and implicit references to drinking. SVM-1 is
mainly using features related to alcoholic and non-alcoholic
drinks to determine whether the tweet is related to drinking
alcoholic beverages.

5. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF ALCO-
HOL CONSUMPTION

In this section we discuss the results obtained by apply-
ing our classifiers on tweets from New York City (NYC) and
from Monroe County (in Finger Lakes Region). The NYC
data set, spanning November 19, 2012 to March 31, 2013
contains geo-tagged tweets extracted using Twitter Search
API4 and Gnip5. The Monroe data set was created by col-
lecting geo-tagged tweets from Monroe County during July
3, 2014 to April 27, 2015. We specifically chose these data
sets to study alcohol consumption in urban (NYC) vs sub-
urban (Monroe) settings.
We analyze drinking at home vs. away from home, fre-

quency of drinking-related tweets posted at di↵erent times of
the day, and we investigate the relationship between density
of tweets sent while intoxicated and the density of alcohol
outlets in many neighborhoods. For our purposes in the re-
mainder of this section, we define the following set of terms:

• drinking-mention: tweets related to drinking (SVM-1
predicts “yes”’)

• user-drinking: tweets in which the tweeter talks about
him/herself drinking, i.e., self-reports of drinking (SVM-
2 predicts “yes”’)

• user-drinking-now: tweets sent when the tweeter was
drinking alcohol (SVM-3 predicts “yes”’)

5.1 Tweet Classification
We run the set of NYC and Monroe tweets through our

hierarchical SVM classifiers in the same way shown in Fig-
ure 5. The results in Table 6 suggest that drinking-related
4
http://search.twitter.com/api/

5
http://gnip.com/
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Latent Activity Detection Flowchart

Positive Features Weight
Check-in ratio 2.03

Margin between top two check-ins 0.19
PageRank Score 0.19

Last destination with inactive late night 0.12
Reversed PageRank score 0.09

Negative Features Weight
Margin below next higher check-in -0.30
Margin under next higher PageRank -0.28

Margin under next higher Reversed PageRank -0.21
Rank of Reversed PageRank -0.07

Rank of PageRank -0.07

Table 6: Top SVM features and their weights.
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Figure 4: The trade-off between accuracy and coverage for
different home detection methods using New York City data.

Accuracy vs. Coverage To guarantee the practicality of
our home detection method, we need to balance granularity
and coverage. Because of the natural trade-off between gran-
ularity and detection accuracy, we fix the granularity to 100
by 100 meter grid and explore the relationship between ac-
curacy and coverage. The accuracy can be adjusted by vary-
ing the threshold, which also affects coverage.

Figure 4 shows how our methods compare with three
other single-feature based methods in terms of accuracy
and coverage. The tuning parameter for PageRank (and Re-
versed PageRank) scores was the extent to which the high-
est PageRank Score was larger than the second highest one,
and for Most Check-ins it was the check-ins count. Homes
were not predicted using Most Check-ins when the most
check-in count was less than 3. At every accuracy level, our
method covers more homes than other methods, suggesting
that a combined model significantly increases coverage over
single-feature based models. Particularly, when we set the
accuracy of each method to 70% (which we think is accept-
able for urban computing), our classifier obtains 71% and

76% coverage in NYC and Bay Area respectively, signifi-
cantly higher than those achieved using individual features.
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Figure 5: Resolution vs. accuracy of home detection.

Granularity Since we performed home detection to 100
by 100 meter grids, the resolution of this grid-based method
is around 70 meters (

p
2 ⇤ 100/2 ⇡ 70 m). We explore how

resolution affects our method’s accuracy by setting cover-
age at 80% and varying the resolution from 100 meters to
1000 meters. Figure 5 shows that increasing the resolution
increase the accuracy although the rate of increase of ac-
curacy slows down and peaks at around 80%. Compared to
previous work (Pontes et al. 2012a), our method provides
higher resolution with similar accuracy ( 80%).

Analysis of Alcohol Consumption via Twitter
In this section, we discuss the results obtained by apply-
ing our SVMs on geo-tagged tweets from New York City
(dataset range: 11/19/2012 - 03/31/2013) and from Monroe
County in upstate New York (dataset range: 07/03/2014 -
04/27/2015). We specifically chose these datasets to study
alcohol consumption in urban (NYC) vs suburban (Monroe)
settings. We analyze drinking at home vs. away from home,
and we investigate the relationship between the density of
tweets sent from different regions while intoxicated and the
density of alcohol outlets in those regions. The following
terms will be used throughout this section:

• drinking-mention: SVM-1 predicts “yes”

• user-drinking: SVM-2 predicts “yes”

• user-drinking-now: SVM-3 predicts “yes”

We ran the set of NYC and Monroe tweets in the order
shown in Figure 1. The results in Table 7 show that for each
drinking-related question, NYC has a higher proportion of
tweets marked positive compared to the corresponding pro-
portion in Monroe County. One possible explanation is that
a crowded city such as NYC with highly dense alcohol out-
lets and many people socializing is likely to have a higher
rate of drinking happening at a time compared to a suburban
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and coverage. Because of the natural trade-off between gran-
ularity and detection accuracy, we fix the granularity to 100
by 100 meter grid and explore the relationship between ac-
curacy and coverage. The accuracy can be adjusted by vary-
ing the threshold, which also affects coverage.

Figure 4 shows how our methods compare with three
other single-feature based methods in terms of accuracy
and coverage. The tuning parameter for PageRank (and Re-
versed PageRank) scores was the extent to which the high-
est PageRank Score was larger than the second highest one,
and for Most Check-ins it was the check-ins count. Homes
were not predicted using Most Check-ins when the most
check-in count was less than 3. At every accuracy level, our
method covers more homes than other methods, suggesting
that a combined model significantly increases coverage over
single-feature based models. Particularly, when we set the
accuracy of each method to 70% (which we think is accept-
able for urban computing), our classifier obtains 71% and

76% coverage in NYC and Bay Area respectively, signifi-
cantly higher than those achieved using individual features.
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Figure 5: Resolution vs. accuracy of home detection.

Granularity Since we performed home detection to 100
by 100 meter grids, the resolution of this grid-based method
is around 70 meters (

p
2 ⇤ 100/2 ⇡ 70 m). We explore how

resolution affects our method’s accuracy by setting cover-
age at 80% and varying the resolution from 100 meters to
1000 meters. Figure 5 shows that increasing the resolution
increase the accuracy although the rate of increase of ac-
curacy slows down and peaks at around 80%. Compared to
previous work (Pontes et al. 2012a), our method provides
higher resolution with similar accuracy ( 80%).

Analysis of Alcohol Consumption via Twitter
In this section, we discuss the results obtained by apply-
ing our SVMs on geo-tagged tweets from New York City
(dataset range: 11/19/2012 - 03/31/2013) and from Monroe
County in upstate New York (dataset range: 07/03/2014 -
04/27/2015). We specifically chose these datasets to study
alcohol consumption in urban (NYC) vs suburban (Monroe)
settings. We analyze drinking at home vs. away from home,
and we investigate the relationship between the density of
tweets sent from different regions while intoxicated and the
density of alcohol outlets in those regions. The following
terms will be used throughout this section:

• drinking-mention: SVM-1 predicts “yes”

• user-drinking: SVM-2 predicts “yes”

• user-drinking-now: SVM-3 predicts “yes”

We ran the set of NYC and Monroe tweets in the order
shown in Figure 1. The results in Table 7 show that for each
drinking-related question, NYC has a higher proportion of
tweets marked positive compared to the corresponding pro-
portion in Monroe County. One possible explanation is that
a crowded city such as NYC with highly dense alcohol out-
lets and many people socializing is likely to have a higher
rate of drinking happening at a time compared to a suburban
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MARGIN (A, B): Difference of 
frequency between check-ins 
at location A and at location B

RESULTS

SVM Top Features

Resolution vs. Accuracy Tradeoff

Resolution: Degree of granularity 
for home location detection

Scope (coverage): Proportion of users 
whose homes have been predicted

Alcohol Outlet Density: no. of businesses that 
serve alcohol per 100 meter grid

NYC Monroe
No. of geo-tagged tweets 1,931,662 1,537,979
Passed keyword filter 51,321 26,858
drinking-mention 24,258 13,108
user-drinking 23,110 12,178
user-drinking-now 18,890 8,854
Correlation with outlet density 0.390 0.237

Table 7: Classification of drinking-related tweets on NYC
and Monroe datasets.

area such as Monroe county with low population and alcohol
outlet density.

Figure 6 shows the zoomed geographic distributions3 of
user-drinking-now tweets via normalized heat maps. These
maps were constructed by splitting the geographic area for
each dataset into 100 by 100 meter grids, then computing the
proportion of tweets in each grid that were user-drinking-
now (excluding grids that had less than 5 user-drinking-now
tweets), and using these values as the degree of “heat”. That
is, the grids with “more heat” are those where the proportion
of in-the-moment drinking tweets compared to the total geo-
tagged tweets are much higher. We believe that such grids
are regions of unusual drinking activities.

We also computed the alcohol outlet densities4 for the
grids and then calculated the correlation between the alcohol
outlet density and the density of user-drinking-now tweets.
As Table 7 shows, the density of user-drinking-now tweets
in both our datasets exhibit positive correlations with al-
cohol outlet density, with p-values less than 1%. Although
correlation does not necessarily imply causation, these re-
sults agree with several prior work (Campbell et al. 2009;
Sparks, Jernigan, and Mosher 2011; Weitzman et al. 2003;
Scribner et al. 2008; Kypri et al. 2008; Chen, Grube, and
Gruenewald 2010) which claim that alcohol outlet density
influences drinking.

Location-based Analysis
The ability to detect homes and locations where user-
drinking-now tweets are generated enables us to compare
drinking going on at home vs. not at home. For this pur-
pose, we only used homes predicted with at least 90% accu-
racy which resulted in some loss of coverage (see Figure 4).
We filtered all Twitter users with homes in our datasets and
extracted all the user-drinking-now tweets posted by these
users. For these tweets, we plotted the histogram of distance
from home, shown in Figure 7. We see that NYC has a larger
proportion of user-drinking-now tweets posted from home
(within 100 meters from home) whereas in Monroe County
a higher proportion of these tweets generated at driving dis-
tance (more than 1000 meters from home).

Discussion and Future Work
We proposed a machine learning based model for detecting
latent activities and user states via Twitter to such fine details

3obtained using CartoDB — http://cartodb.com/

4obtained from NYS LAMP — lamp.sla.ny.gov/

(a) NYC

(b) Monroe

Figure 6: Heat maps of user-drinking-now tweets showing
unusual drinking zones. In NYC, the drinking hot spots are
Lower Manhattan and it’s surroundings whereas in Monroe
County they are Downtown Rochester (center) and the city
of Brockport (left).

that have not been distinguished yet. The model not only dis-
tinguishes people discussing an activity vs. discussing them-
selves performing the activity, but also determines whether
they are performing it at-the-moment vs. past/future. We
showed the strength of our model by applying it to the de-
tection of alcohol consumption as an example application.
Coupled with our other contribution of home location pre-
diction, the model allows us to study Twitter users’ drinking
behavior from several community or ecological viewpoints
built from the fine-grained location information extracted.

Models that permit the fine-grained study of alcohol con-
sumption in social media can reveal important real-time in-
formation about users and the influences they have on each
other. We can begin to evaluate the merits of these data for
public health research. Such analyses can teach us who is
and isn’t referencing alcohol on Twitter, and in what set-
tings, to evaluate the degree of self-reporting biases, and also
help to create a tool for improving a community’s health,
given social networks can become a resource to spread pos-
itive health behaviour. For instance, the peer social network
“Alcoholics Anonymous”5 is designed to develop social net-
work connections to encourage abstinence among the mem-
bers and establish helpful ties.

5
http://www.aa.org/

Classification of Drinking Related Tweets 
on NYC and Monroe County Datasets

Histogram of Drinking Distances from 
Home in NYC and Monroe County

Monroe County user-drinking-now 
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NYC user-drinking-now tweets heat 
map showing “drinking hotspots”

(Q1)
(Q2)
(Q3)

• Explore how social interactions and peer pressure in social media influence drinking tendency 
• Study user demographics and settings people go to drink-and-tweet (house, stadium, parks, etc.).  
• Examine the rate of in-flow and out-flow of drinkers between neighborhoods  
• Use our methods to understand other behaviors that impact community health (e.g. drug use, violence)

• Fine-grained Latent Activity and Home Location Detection using Twitter data 
• Applications to Alcohol Consumption Detection 

• fine-grained: distinguishing tweets that mention drinking alcohol vs. the 
user drinking alcohol vs. the user drinking alcohol at the time of tweeting 

• using 3 hierarchical SVM classifiers, with high accuracy (F-score > 0.83) 
• Home Location Prediction (within 100 meters) 

• using SVM with accuracy > 70%, covering 71% of active users (users 
with at least 5 geo-tagged tweets) 

• Analyses: where drinkers live, when and where drinkers drink 
• Comparison of alcohol use patterns in large city (New York City) and in 

suburban/rural area (Monroe County in upstate New York)

http://cs.rochester.edu/u/nhossain/icwsm-16-data.zip

